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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The BOLD Decision to Go Paperless
Lansing Urgent Care it thrilled to announce its recent launch of a new Electronic Medical Records (EMR)
system. The industry has been a buzz about EMRs and the Obama administration’s push for health care
providers to go completely electronic. Lansing Urgent Care felt the need to be an early adapter of this
technology to better suit it’s patients. The system’s added efficiencies and built in pharmaceutical and
medical screenings is added patient safety that is critical to proper patient care. Added benefits of being
paperless not only improves patient safety, it also allows them to offer added convenience features with
the click of a button. Electronic faxing of prescriptions directly to a person’s preferred pharmacy is done
through this new system which helps ensure when the patient arrives at the pharmacy their prescription
is ready – no more searching for that little piece of paper to redeem an order for your prescription. It’s
already at your pharmacy ready for you to grab and go! Lansing Urgent Care’s EMR also helps their
strong push to BE GREEN! In addition to a brand new roofing system that helps to heat and cool their
building which reduces energy use , they have eliminated plastic water bottle distribution and added
lighting sensors in bathrooms and other work areas – Lansing Urgent Care is focused on doing
everything they can to be environmentally responsible.
Lansing Urgent Care is family owned and operated by Dr. Terry Matthews, D.O. and his wife, Catherine
Matthews. Opened in August 2006, the Matthews contribute the clinics success to its incredible and
loyal patients and a staff that continues to WOW patients with their care and compassion. Open 7 days
a week, Lansing Urgent Care offers health care services for minor injuries and illnesses accepting most
insurances.
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